
Dear Sylvia, 

Wide 
vd. Rirst, Iwant to apologize most sincerely for not wri 

to find out how you were feeling. I must confess that your severe 

ance of relations with Maggie -- a condition which 1 ~ deeply wish 

will be temporar yam -~- disturbed me enough to cause my thoughtless- 
ness. iI certsinly hove youxare fully recovered by now. 

ting sooner 

I had honed that our deep division over Garrison could be kept in 

perspective, and not allowed tolreak the bonds of affect ion and 

mutual respect that had developed among us in our hong and lonely 

battle. I still hope this can be the case, and I for my part 
want to proceed on the assumption it will be. 

However, since it is obvious that this is the Garr rison phase of 

the case, irreso ective of what one may think of him, it is 

apparent that he can not be avoidéd in conversation among Eraleres, 

or indeed, sumguex among any interested persons. 

lebate between us as to the 
or his case against Shaw; 

nthusiastic as I at sucha 
ae to state ny position on 

mo £xcte tI de not know 

e seen no evidence, one way 
ve at a conclusion. 

is not my purnose here to 
merits or lack thereof of Gar 
and itm sure you would be equ 
prospect. evertheless, i fee 
this as simply and exolicitly a 

whether or not Shaw is guilty. I hav 

or another, sufficient for me to arri 
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lt since I Zirst decided to contact Garrison 

s extremely imporBant that his case be presen= 

ditions -- prior to and during trial -- that 

sible interference with due process of law. 

What I eel, and have fe 
in April, is that it i 
ted in court under con 
insure the minimum pos 

n ligation xexxakk to tell you that I have 

recently arrived at a definite conclusion about an important 

related question, albeit not one mmetim necessarily tied to the 

previous one of guilt or innocence; I conclude that Chay Shaw and 

Slay Bertrand are indeed the same person. 

However, i do feel an 

Simzx Since this is based on secningly irrefutable proofs, this 
— 

conclusion is firm, and could be changed only if the "proofs" prove 

spurious, a condition which I believe “unlikely in the extreme. 

7 do not scaze the above with the wish or expectation that it will 

change your mind, andxyw would not even if i felt av Liberty to 

spell out the details of these proofs. I do say it in the hope 

hat you retain sufficient respect for my int -egrity to believe 

I wouldn't say my conclusion is based on proof if in fact X“xX¥ ¥WRERXEX 

~ didn't ‘eile 7@ Lt so.



%. 

Although the question of guilt or innosence MyxXxxkKEXEYSNENXEEpUKayer 
is a separate one, I admit this conviction that Shaw is Bertrand 
makes me further believe it more Likely than not that he was also 
a consnirator in the plot. I stress, however, that the latter is 
a tentative opinion -= definitely not a conclusion. I am most anx- 
ious to see Garrison's evidence tested in court. In the meantime, 
it wjust be noted that, contrary to Menahem's implication in TMoO, 
it is the & defense and not the pm secution which is delaying the 
trial. 
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Again, hoping you ar€é well, please let's hear from you. 

Love, /\ 


